Having formulated a theory of imprecise preferences and c o nstructed a fuzzy utility function [ 7 ] first the consumer's spatial e quilibrium [ 9 ] then the producer's [10] were d e s cribe d in an imprecise context. At the same time these theories of fuzzy spatial behaviour of the consumer and producer were shown to be particular specificationsof a general behaviour model in w h i c h the objective and the constraint are both fuzzy [ 8 ] .
These approaches have used a F.M.P. (Fuzzy M a t h e matica l Programming), whose the theory was first elaborated by H.Tanaka, T.Okuda and K.Asai [ 14] (1) A fuzzy subset A of a referential E = [ x ^ is formed by the images of the elements x w hich take their values in a preordered set M, w i t h Card M > 2, b y an application /'. defined on E and with values in M. T he application ,"^(x) expresses the degree of membership of the element x to the fuzzy subset A of E. It is often assumed that M = [0,1] . The theory of fuzzy subsets was first presented by L.A.Zadeh [16 ] . A ny reader wishing to go into the subject further might consult the follo w ing works given in the bibliography [2] by E = where i e I, _l finite or not, designates the nature of the actions and where j e J, J finite or not, stands for the places where these actions can be carried out.
In the description of the general model that follows, the notation can be simplified without causing any ambiguity by assuming:
The economic agent formulates a precise objective on the elements of E and must take into account a fuzzy constraint, ie, a constraint which is "more or less" strict, on the elements of the same set E (1). An objective is a subset of E, denoted by F, defined by a function f on E such that:
where f(x) measures the objective under consideration.
A fuzzy constraint is a fuzzy subset of E,denoted by C, defined by its m e mbership function such that:
where ^( x ) expresses the degree of satisfaction wi t h the fuzzy constraint.
1.2.
The problem consists in maximising the function f on the fuzzy subset C, that is to determine:
x E E T his relation means that the best possible alternative is the maximal element of the intersection of the subset F and the fuzzy subset C (2).
We prove that this problem can be put in the following form (3):
where C^, with a G [0,1] , designates the a -cut of the fuzzy subset C, that is to say the (non fuzzy) set such that:
(1) We prove that there is no loss of generality by handling this simple case in w h ich there is only one constraint. When there are several constraints, all one has to do is to consider their intersections [ 6 ] . (2) In fuzzy algebra the intersection operator (n ) is the m i n (denoted by A) and that of the union (U) is the masc (denoted by V ) . For that purpose, we first need a definition of a fuzzy meas ure (or v a l u a t i o n ) .
Let f be a monotone family of (non-fuzzy) subsets of E with the following properties: (P. 1 .) 0 € £ ; E e ? (P. (1):
We now define the function M£ on the monotone family such that:
x S F with sup f(x) = 0 and sup f(x) = 1 0 x e E It can be v e r ified that the function is a fuzzy me a s u r e in Sugeno's sense of the word (2).
(1) We note that is not a a-algebra on E. Indeed does not have the property of complementation, but only that of monotonicity (P.2.)* M o r e o v e r , v is not a measure in the traditional sense of the word. The valuation v does not possess the property of additivity, only that of monotonicity in the inclusion (P. 4J . A measure is a particular cise of a fuzzy measure. (2) Cf. Appendix 5.3.
1.3.
£ is a Sugeno's fuzzy measure, the fuzzy integral of a measurable function f can be defined:
This is Sugeno's definition of a fuzzy integral [5] [13]
1.3.1. We therefore establish the following proposition:
T h e o r e m : If the function F(<*) = /¿£ ^ f 5* ^ is continuous, being a fuzzy measure, then a. > 0 exists such that:
'E Indeed let F be a function such that: 
The question of which conditions are ne c e s s a r y for a function F to be continuous has been examined thoroughly in the framework of the models using F.M.P. [9] [10] [14] The same conditions are, of course, valid in the present study.
Illustration
Let us take a simple example. Let us adopt:
-a set of alternatives : E = [0,3]
--an objective function : f(x) = e , 0 < x < 3 , w h ich is monotone and decreasing. increasing.
We want to find the value of S u g e n o 's fuzzy integral:
First we need to know the sets } f > a } for In the latter case we consider that at least one product is supplied at this locality, at a price which might be zero, and enters into consumption (a tourist site, for instance, which supplies one or more market or non-market goods, such as a nature reserve, a picturesque l a n d s c a p e ,e t c . ) . If a product is not transportable, the locality of consumption is n e c e s s a rily determined at its supply point. The set of all the located consumer goods is denoted by X = | x | ^ where the index i stands for the nature of the good, with i = 1,...,n;and where the index j designates its supply point, with j = 1 , . . . ,m. The quantities of goods X^ are exp r essed by positive real numbers, or zero, denoted by x^. We have _X_ = |Rm n and a consumption, at a point in the consumer's space, is an element of |Rm n .
2.1.2.
From the set X, we define the set of all the possibl located consumptions, denoted by K,and assumed to be countable.
A vector of K describes a complex of located goods. It is denoted
by k, with h 1,.««,g,.
Thus h k = [ h x{ ] and K C |Rm n .
Using these notations, it is possible to check that K is a specification of the set of all possible actions de s c ribed in paragraph 1.1. Let J i b e a monotone family of subsets of K. Let us assume that it has the properties (P.1.) and (P.2.) describ e d in paragraph 1.2. Indeed K is the set on which the consumer must make his choice. Property (P. 1.) implies that a m o notone family of subsets of K necessarily has as elements the empty set (the consumer intends not to consume at a given moment) and the full set, that is, K itself (the consumer effects a trade-off be tween all the possible located consumptions). Property (P. 2.) implies that if a sequence of subsets of possible located consumpt i o n goods which is monotone is an element of , then the reunion and intersection of its components are the elements of X and the limit of this sequence belongs to .
2.1.3.
The c o n s u m e r ' s space is bestowed wit h a given price system which is peculiar to the consumer since it is a C.I.F.
price system.
The consumer's location (location of his residence)
serves as a point of reference, wherever the consumption is actually physically carried out. If the consumer t located at a point denoted by j*, consumes at that point, the transport costs equal the costs of bringing the goods from their respective supply points to point j* . If the consumer prefers to go to a supply point to consume a complex of goods, the transport costs equal the sum of the costs of moving the agent and the costs of bringing the goods to that place. Some of these costs ma y be z e r o .
For any goods i, with i = 1 ,...,n,and for any place j, with j=1,...,m, we denote by t| the transport costs associa t e d with the consumption of a unit of the good i made in place j which is effected either at the place j* or at the place j , w i t h 
2.2.1.
The consumer compares the complexes of located goods and evaluates them with respect to his preference system. His preferences are assumed to be expressed numerically. More precisely, it is assumed that the conditions of existence and of continuity of a utility function are satisfied.
We have an objective function denoted by f, such that:
with the usual properties:
2.2.2.
In a static analysis, a consumer has a given budget which corresponds to the value of all the goods in his possession, whatever their respective locations. This wealth is represe n t e d by the real number w G|R. In classical theory, the optimal c o nsumption ma x i mises the consumer's utility on this budget set. The set of all the possible consumptions is partitioned into two classes: that of the consumptions said to be efficient and that of the non-e f f i c i e n t consumptions. For a given budget constraint, the class of the efficient consumptions is the set of the consumer's technical optima (or efficiency boundary) and the consumer's choice is directed towards the elementsof this set.
However this theory only holds true in the part i c u l a r
case of a precise behaviour. In general, the budget constraint is "more or less" limiting. 
The function depends on w. It is mo n o t o n e and decreasing for the increasing values of w:
It enables us to construct a fuzzy subset of K, denoted by C, such that:
The fuzzy subset C of K plays the role of a fuzzy constraint (or elastic constraint) in the consumer's economic calculation.
. . 3 .
Let us define the function on the m o notone family tfC defined in paragraph 2.1.2. such that:
with sup f(x) = 0 and sup f(x) = 1 0 x e K We have verified that the function n £ is a S u g e n o 's fuzzy measure on $C (1).
2.2.4.-Finally the consumer's choice criterion is to m a x imise
--------the utility f( k) by satisfying as well as possible the f u z z y h. h budget constraint k) for any k of K.
Finding the optimal demand therefore comes down to d e t e r m i n i n g :
It suffices to apply the solution d e veloped in p a r a graphs 1.2. and 1.3.
(1) Cf.Appendix 5.3.
At equilibrium, the optimal demand is determined and, in the consumer's space, the places to which the consumer directs his particular demands for located goods are known h. ŝ ince the optimal complex k is equal to the optimal vector
[^x^ ]* where j is the index of the supply points of the goods indexed i entering the complex indexed h. Finally, the consumer's global volume of saving is determined since he does not saturate his wealth constraint, apart from in particular cases ( bare living wage or voluntary zero s a v i n g ) . 3 . A pplication to the analysis of the producer's fuzzy spatial L e t oj^be a monotone family of subsets of Z. It has properties (P. 1.) and (P.2.) described in paragraph 1.2. Property (P. 1.) implies firstly the possibility of inaction (0 e £ ) and secondly the existence of a trade off b e tween all the possible productions (Z e ^) . Property (P. 2.) implies that if a monotone sequence of the subsets of all the possible productions is an element of then the limit of this sequence belongs tooj^. A real number representing its price to the producer is associated with each element of the set of located goods peculiar to the producer. cp denotes a C.I.F. price system in the producer's space. 5 .2. The producer's aim is to make the maximum profit. 5 .2.1. Given a production y in Z and a spatial price r system p peculiar to the producer, then his profit, denoted by P, is by definition the internal product py such that: c m q f i i n p c i i
The producer must choose a distribution of his located inputs and outputs which maximises P under a fuzzy technological constraint. This production, called e q u i l ibri u m production, is the producer's optimal supply wit h respect to the spatial price system. c Ŝ ince p is given and constant (for given j ) the profit P only depends on y.
We have an objective function, denoted by f, such t h a t : 
